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Public Information
Shannon LNG Ltd, a subsidiary of New Fortress Energy Inc, is
undertaking a period of public engagement from the 23rd June
to the 10th July 2021. The purpose of the engagement is to provide
information to the public on the Shannon Technology & Energy
Park proposed development.
Due to COVID-19 public health
restrictions, it is not possible to hold a
public event in-person. A virtual public
information room has therefore been
developed and will be hosted on a
dedicated website accessible at
step.consultation.ai
It contains all the information that would
normally be displayed at a physical
event. This includes details of the
proposed development, representative
views of the development and a
feedback mechanism.
It is understood that the online
information may not be accessed by
everyone. For that reason, hardcopies of
the information presented at the virtual
event can be obtained, by emailing
info@shannonlng.ie or writing to:
Shannon Technology and Energy Park,
Shannon LNG Limited,
Listowel Business Centre,
Clieveragh Industrial Estate,
Listowel,
Co. Kerry.

The Shannon Energy and
Technology Park proposed
development consists of a
600 MW Power Plant and a
Liquified Natural Gas (LNG)
Terminal to be located
on the former Shannon
Development Landbank
between Ballylongford
and Tarbert.
The proposed development
can address Ireland’s
forecasted electricity
capacity shortfall and
enhance Ireland’s energy
security, while supporting
Ireland’s transition to
predominantly renewable
electricity generation.
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